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Rally to protest tuition increaseSG to lead rally for student concerns ignored by the administration; all students encourag ed to attend

photo by Mark Mowrey

SG President Toby Pinkerton
displays one of the many fliers that
will be posted throughout campus
advertising Friday's scheduled
protest rally on the Quad.

$600,00 for scholarships.
by SG as a reason for the protest.
By JASON NEBEL
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About $60,000 is being used to support
Government will hold a student rally Friday oping WSU President Harley Flack's mas
whose admission policies directly
ROTC,
green
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includes
which
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the
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at 11 :30
oppose the university's diversity statement,
The main reason for the protest, accord space to the campus.
"We would often get notices for their according to Pinkerton.
ing to SG President Toby Pinkerton, is to
"This protest is about returning the
emphasize student discontent with the pro meetings the day of the meeting or the day
after," said Steve Poelzing, College of En institution's needs to student focus," said
posed 5 percent tuition increase.
Pink~rton.
The Board of Trustees is scheduled to gineering representative for SG.
When asked what effect Student Gov
There were incidents in which adminis
vote on the increase June 7.
"Wright State has their own agenda and trators showed little willingness to help ernment hoped to have by staging this dem
onstration, Pinkerton had an immediate re
sometimes they lose sight of the students," students, according to Poelzing.
The allocation of funds is also being sponse.
said Joe Fenimore, academic director for
"If nothing else, to make it clear that
questioned.
SG.
"I feel that they have enough money students won't just sit by."
The tuition increase is not the only con
SG encourages all WSU students t0 at
already. If they cut some budgets, they
cern, however.
"It's the straw that broke the camel's could make everything work," said tend the rally and show opposition to the
tuition increase and other concerns.
Fenimore.
back," said Pinkerton.
The proposed tuition increase would be
According to SG, the 1997 fiscal budget
A general unresponsiveness to students
by university administration was also cited includes $1.1 million in fee waivers and implemented beginning fall 1996.

Top clubs announced
at leadership banquets
Two student organizations were
recognized for their yearly accom
plishments last week during separate
leadership banquets.
The Forest Lane/College Park
Community Government was awarded
the Community of the Year Award by
the Office of Residence Services and
National Residence Hall Honorary.
American International Student
Association was awarded the Student
Organization of the Year A ward by
1

D
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Fab 5 fight/or pie eating championship_!!!!!'-!~~.....

Student Government.
Deceased faculty member An
thony Cacioppo was awarded the
Faculty Memberof the Year Award.
Katie Deedrick, director of Cam
pus Activities and Orientation, re
ceived the Staff Member of the Year
Award.
Michele Lawhun was named Stu
dent of the Year and Joe Mingo, execu
tive assistant to the president, was
awarded Administrator of the Year.

~f)

------ ----GIJAR01AN FAST FACT

A Total of 937 Bachelor's Degrees will be conferred at
this year's Spring Commencement.

Degrees awarded by College:

College of
Liberal Arts

College of
Business

8Et:3

College of
College of
Science & Math Education

School of
Nursing

College of
Engineering

infographic by Shawn Ruble

photo by Roland Lamantia

Five courageous WSU students took Sodexho's pie eating challenge last week on the
Quad. The winner, Holly Hentrich (far left), was able to out eat four guys by choking
down three pies and received the grand prize, a Huffy mountain bike.
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Assistant News Editor
This year a highly influential student
leader will be graduating from Wright
State with a degree in Biomedical Engi
neering.
Sue Seitz, current president of Tau
Beta Pi engineering honor society and co
coordinator of the Servant Leadership
Program, will be graduating June 8 at
Commencement.

Year Award at the Student Leadership
Recognition Banquet May 22.
Seitz has been involved in many dif
ferent organizations throughout her five
year undergraduate career here at Wright
State University.
Seitz has served on Wright Engineer
ing Council (WEC) and its Student Ac
tivities Board in several positions includ
ing director of Engineering Activities,
chair of the WEC Representative Assem-

CAMPUS CRIMEREPORT ~
THEFT
May 13: An Enon resident reported
his books worth $113 missing from the
University Bookstore.
May 13: An Allyn Hall staff member
reported pretzels, tortilla chips, a con
tainer of salsa and cans of soda total
worth $8 missing from Allyn Hall.
May 13: A College Park resident
reported a dome tent worth $50 miss
ing from outside her apartment.
May 16: A Hickory Hall resident
reported CDs worth $60 and some
food missing from her room.
May 21: A Dayton resident reported
his parking pass missing from his ve
hicle parked in the Millett parking lot.

.,.

alcohol and disorderly conduct at the
Nutter Center.
May 18: A non-student was arrested
for disorderly conduct by intoxication
and resisting arrest at the Nutter Cen
ter.
May 18: Two non-students were
arrested for possession of an open
container of alcohol at the Nutter Cen
ter.
May 18: A non-student was arrested
for disorderly conduct by intoxication at
the Nutter Center.
May 18: A non-student was arrested
for disorderly conduct by intoxication
and possession of an open container
of alcohol at the Nutter Center.

May 19: A non-student was arrested
May 21: A Sodexho employee reported two pizzas worth $4. 70 missing for disorderly conduct by intoxication
from Allyn Hall Lounge. A Forest Lane · and possesion/consumption of alcohol by a minor outside of Oak Hall.
resident was later arrested for theft.
May 21: A Fawcett Hatl staff mem
ber reported his lap top computer, car
rying case and electrical cord total
worth$1,050, missing from Fawcett Hall.

May 20: A Sodexho employee re
ported two people with criminal dam
aging and disorderly conduct com
plaints after a food fight in the Raths
keller.

PASSING BAD CHECKS
MENACING
May 14: A Bookstore employee re
ported a person passing bad checks.
TELEPHONE HARASSMENT
May 16: A Jacob Hall resident re
ported receiving harassing phone calls.
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLU
ENCE/DRUG ABUSE/ TRAFFIC
CONTROL DEVICE
May 17: A Fairborn resident was
arrested for driving under the influ
ence, drug abuse and failure to obey a
traffic control device.
OPEN CONTAINER/DISOR
DERLY CONDUCT
May 13: A non-student was arrested
for possession of an open container of

May 17: A College Park resident
reported threats being made against
her.
AGGRAVATED TRESPASS/
ASSAULT
May 18: A Dayton resident was
arrested for aggravated trespassing
and assault against a Village resident.
MAKING A FALSE ALARM
May 20: A WSUPD officer reported
an activated fire alarm in Pine Hall.
UNDERAGE CONSUMPTION
May 21: Two Hamilton Hall resi
dents were arrested for underage con
sumption of alcohol.
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S t U de n t Sue Seitz shows off her
Govern- Senior of the Year Award.

m e n t
representative to the College of Engineer
ing and Computer Science.
She was also director of Academics
for SG.
Seitz was on many academic commit
tees including the General Education

mittee, Curriculum Committee and Aca
demic Council.
She served on the Student Affairs Com
mittee, Search Committee for the Vice
President of Student Affairs and Enroll
ment Services and Wright State
University's 30th Anniversary and Inau
gural ·celebration Committee.
Seitz also held a position on the Bud
get Board which allocates money to vari
ous organizations.
Last year, Seitz was awarded the Presi
dential Scholarship.
"Most people who get that award do
research and that is all_ it is, research
which stays on the shelves. My research
was implemented by the University," said
Seitz.
Her research was implemented in the

See "Seitz"
continued on page 3

CAMPIJSCALENDAR •
MAY29
• Primetime, sponsored by Cam
pus Crusade for Christ, 7:30 p.m., 035
Med. Sci.
MAY30
• WSU Theatre: Twelfth Night, 8
p.m. Celebration Theatre. Also May
31. June 1 at 3 and 8 p.m. Tickets:
.
873-2500.

• Campus-wide Christian Prayer,
sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ, 3 p.m., in Formal Lounge
• Student Government meeting, 4
p.m., E156 Student Union.
• Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship,
7 p.m., W025 Student Union. For more
info, contact David Kropp 873-6720.
JUNE3

• RCA meeting, 4 p.m., W025 Stu
dent Union.
• Thursday NightThing, sponsored
by Baptist Student Union, 7 p.m., Cam
pus Ministry Center.
MAY31
• Department of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology Seminar: "Cyclic
GMP Phosphodiesterase Beta and
Gamma Subunits are Essential for the
Proper Function and Integrity of Reti
nal Photoreceptor Cells." with Debora
Farber, Jules Stein Eye Institute UCLA,
11 :30 a.m., 339 Millett.
• Bible Study, sponsored by the
Baptist Student Union, noon, 108
Fawcett.

• First Day of Final Exams
• Bible Study, sponsored by the
Baptist Student Union, noon, 108
Fawcett.
• Noon prayer, sponsored by Cam
pus Crusade for Christ, 7 p.m., 072
Rike.
JUNES
• Department of Biological Sciences
Seminar: "Feeding Ecology of Spiders,"
with Victoria Schmallhofer, Rutgers
University, 10:50 a.m., 105 Biological
Sciences.
JUNE7
• Last day of Final Exams

• Bible Study, sponsored by Cam
pus Bible Fellowship, noon, 364 Allyn.
• Bible Study, sponsored by Cam
pus Bible Fellowship, 1 p.m.,364Allyn.
• Department of Mathematics
Colloquium on Discrete Math, with Dr.
J.F. Dillon, National Security Agency;
2:30 p.m., 224 Math and Microbiologi
cal Sciences.

• Last day of Spring Quarter
JUNES
•Spring Commencement, Nutter
Center, 10 a.m.
JUNE10

• Summer Quarter A and C bi

n.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN 1996-97

~his year's headlines continue into summer, fall
By SHAWN RUBLE
News Editor

As the 1995-95 academic year comes to a close,
many news stories which have surfaced throughout
the past 10 months will continue to develop this
summer and into next fall.
This has been a year full of exciting, controver
sial, saddening, positive, negative and progressive
news events which have occurred throughout the
Wright State community.
. Since this issue will be the Guardian's last publi
cation until the beginning of fall quarter, students
should stay informed ofthese news events during the
summer, for many will be continuously developing.
Here is a sample of stories to look for in 1996-97:

•Student Government Presi
dent Josh Couts- For the first time
in two years, a new SG president
will lead the students ofWSU. Josh
Couts was elected SG president for
the 1996-97 academic year and will
take office officially July 1. Couts
replaces Toby Pinkerton who served
as SG president for two consecutive school years. Pinkerton
was the first SG president to be elected to two terms.
What to Look For: Pay attention to promises Couts
made in the February election, such as "Town Hall Meetings
in the Atrium," study lounges for each college, improving
food service and maintaining contact with students on
issues.

•Criminal trial of former Raider
Darryl Woods- Another ex-WSU bas
ketball player will stand trial in Judge
Thomas Rose's courtroom this summer,
as thecriminalcaseagainstDarryl Woods
goes to trial July 2. Woods was indicted
on drug trafficking charges on March 13.
Woods was arrested on one count of
aggrevated crack cocaine trafficking, a
Darryl Woods third degree felony which has a maxi
•College Park opens new buildings- The construction mum penalty of two years in prison, a maximum fine of
of two new College Park apartment buildings will wind $5,000 and a mandatory fine of $2,500.
What to Look For: The trial will probably be quick.
down this summer. The new additions will be open for
coverage will also be a factor, since Woods is the
Media
move-in on September 1.
former Raider to be ·tried in court. Ex-basketball
second
College,
What to Look For: With two new buildings, the
Haley was convicted on rape and robbery
Michael
star
a
center,
community
own
Park Community will receive its
28 and sentenced to 130 to 311 years in
March
charges
community director and new names for the four b1:1ildings.
prison.

•Former Education Dean Fred
Gies- The former College ofEducation
Dean Fred Gies faces up to 25 felony
counts this summer after an indictment
was handed down from a Greene County
grand jury earlier in May. Gies was
placed on leave by WSU President
•President Flack's Second Anniversary- Harley Flack
Harley Flack in March 1995. Since his
will celebrate the second anniversary of his inauguration as
Fred Gies
removal,Gieshasfiledalawsuitagainst
WSU's fourth president in October. Flack's anniversary
the university, claiming the university violated his
marks two full years as presi
constitutional rights in investigating and stripping
dent- a presidency which has
him.of his administrative duties. The university is still in ,
been plagued with contro
the process of removing Gies' tenure.
versy as well as growth and
What to Look For: Final removal of Gies's tenure;
achievement.
continuing trial of Gies vs. WSU in federal court; new trial
What to Look For:
of State of Ohio vs. Fred Gies.
Hopefully, Flack will have a ·
complete cabinet with the
•New Student Affairs Vice Presi
appointment of a new Stu
dent- After former Vice President for
President Harley dent Affairs vice president.
WSU
Student Affairs Donald Peters resigned
Also look for continuing
Flack at his inaugurain January, the search for his replace
work on Flack's 20/20 Vition, fall 1994
ment will continue this summer. The
Student Affairs Search Committee has sioning Plan and new WSU television commercials, which
narrowed its search down to three can are part of Flack's initiatives for the 1996-97 year.
didates, all of which have made or will
•Katherine Dvorak vs. WSU- Former WSU Religion
Donald Peters make a campus visit. The three candidates include Dan Abrahamowicz, dea~ professor Katherine Dvorak filed suit against WSU in April,
of students at the University of Toledo, Barbara Hancock claiming she was denied tenure and promotion in 1994
Snyder, vice chancellor for student affairs at the Univer because of alleged discrimination. Dvorak, who is white,
sity of Nebraska at Kearney and Joseph Kavanaugh, contends she endured discrimination by her superiors based
associate vice president and dean of students at Lamar on her race, religion, sex and sexual orientation. Dvorak was
unanimously recommended for tenure by the College of
University.
What to Look For: Donald Peters will no longer be a Liberal Arts, but was denied tenure when the university
WSU employee after July 1. A new vice president should wide committee voted 2/3 against promoting her to the rank
be on board soon after Peters' departure.
of associate professor.

"Seitz"
continued from page 2
form of the Servant Leadership Program,
which Seitz feels is her biggest accom
plishment at WSU.
Seitz, originally from Ashtabula, Ohio,
will be attending Wright State in the fall
as a graduate student in the Rehabilitation
Engineering program.
It is a 12-month program, so Seitz will
be receiving her Master's degree in a
year. Seitz will also be participating in the
S mer Ambassador program to Japan
~~ :7.~ored by the Office of International
Student Programs.

What to Look For: A set trial date and local media
coverage- this story has appeared in education journals as
well as The Advocate, a magazine for America's Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual community.

•The Future of WSU Basketball- After three WSU
basketball players quit the team this year, the fate of Wright
State's basketball program hangs in the balance. The team
will also lose two seniors as well as
Vitaly Potapenko, who entered the
NBA draft last week. How will
Ralph's Raiders stack up next year,
as WSU again hosts the Midwest
ern Collegiate Conference basket
ball tournament?
What t~ Look For: Hopefully
the new freshman recruits andjunBasketball Coach ior college transfers will help the
Ralph Underhill be team regain the strength they had
able to re-capture during the 1994-95 season. Win
tha magic at next ningtheMCCneedstohappen,since
next year will be the third year in a
year's MCC
tournament here row WSU has hosted the touma- ,
ment. Third time's the charm?
at WSU?
•Campaign '96- The 1996 Presidential campaign will
continue this summer with the Republican and Democratic
National Conventions.
What to Look For. Negative campaign ads will be a
definate, from both camps. Dole will also pick a running
mate before or during the San Diego convention.

End of life to be focus of School
of Medicine community forum
Wright State University's School of
Medicine will host a "community conversa
tion" about medical decision making at the
end of life on Wednesday June 5, from 6 to
8 p.m. in the Medical Sciences Building
auditorium.
The forum will include a viewing of the
public television documentary Whose Death
Is It, Anyway? which debuts in Dayton on
WPTD TV 16 •on June 3, at IO p.m.
Whose Death Is It, Anyway? is the cen-

terpiece of a nationwide community out
reach campaign designed to stimulate .dis
cussion of end-of-life issues and to teach
people how to plan and implement their
own medical decisions through advance di
rectives such as living wills and health care
proxies.
The campaign is sponsored by the na
tional advocacy group "Choice in Dying."
"The documentary illustrates some of
the concerns people face when very ill at the

end of life. The purpose of the community
discussion is to encourage people to plan
ahead for difficult end-of-life decisions,"
said Marshall Kapp, one of the hosts of the
forum.
The June 5 event is sponsored by Wright
State's Department of Community Health
and Office of Geriatric Medicine and Ger•
ontology.
The forum is free and open to the public.
For more information, call 873-3392.
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Our circulation has been great this year. DurThe 1995-96 publication period for ~. .~ .·
, .,.. , __ ing the average week 83 percent of our newsThe Guardian has come to an end.
papers have been picked up. All of our deThe year began with our advertising . _ _ _
·partments business, advertising, news, sports,
department selling more than $9,000 for
spotlight, editorial, photography, graphics and
a'1Jll!ftlll.ll■
our first issue of the year alone.
circulation have done outstanding work this year.
They have done a great job this year and
The Guardian has given the WSU comrnunihave generated more than $70,000 for the
nMI~~. ......... ty a high quality product that I believe
newspaper this year.
they can be proud of. I have received
We added a graphic ,....._
compliments from many students,
artist to our staff who
faculty and staff who have en-••
has created wonderjoyed reading the newspape r
ful, original cartoons
during the past year.
and drawings to
As editor in chief I have
f
make The Guardbeen responsible for managian a better looking the staffhere and produc/
1.....1-~ :
•
mg paper.
ing the product and it has
~••
Our news debeen a great job.
•
.....•~,,_•.,.
-....:~"
• •
,.
partment has
I want to thank all of our
lllbi
.
d .
.,a
been busy ·this
we have done the
readers,
_.,."",..__
•
year bringing
job trying to
possible
best
a
____,,""!"'19
#lfll't· the news to the
create an informative and
.
~
Wright State
entertaini ng publicatio n
~
community.
for this university, and we
~.
,}
The hiring of ~
couldn't have done it
the new university ._ "
without your dedication. I
.
.
provost, Marriott
11
str
would also like to thank the
lllu ati.on by Alexis ·
leaving campus and Sodexho talcing
have always
over food service for the university, the resignation of university faculty, staff and administration who
get the facts
us
helped
and
the vice president of student affairs, Coach Underhill's been cooperative with our reporters
want to thank all of the
Commentary by contract, the MCC T?uma- to deliver to our readers.I personally
helped me tremenhave
who
campus
on
leaders
student
other
the
entenng
ment, Potapenko
year.
the
ughout
thro
NBA draft, Dayton Bombers dously
Most of all I want to _thank the 23 people I came in to work
professional hockey coming
to the Nutter Center, Student with everyday. I was privileged to have a great staff working
Government elections and the with me and without your dedication and skills The Guardian
ongoing tuition saga have would not have been the quality newspaper it has_been this
.
been just a few of the stories year.
This was without a doubt the most challenging job I had
we have covered this year.
In the fall of 1995, The ever_had, it was also ve~ rew~ding . I now pass the leadership
Guardian was able to be the of this newspaper to Craig Nap1er, who has delighted the WSU
Anthony
only college newspaper in the community with his column this year. I wish him the best of
Shoemaker
world to report on the Bosnian luck next year.
Once again thanks to everyone for your support this year.
Peace Talks at Wright Patterson Air Force Base.
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RAIDER UOICES
Kevin Cope
Jur,,ior, Social
Studies
Education
i....;;:::::....-..:.=-:=::;;:;.....::......1

"The time I
got arrested ·at
May Daze."

What is your favorite memory
of the 95- 96 school year?
1

1

Joe Jessup
Sophomore, Mang. Info. Syst.
Monte Carlo Night, because it
was more successful than last year." •
0

Rick Perron
Senior, Communication
"My best memory, I'm sure, will
be when I get commissioned as a
Second Lieutenant in the Air Force."

PamGresens
Freshman,
Public Relations

Adrienne Lee
Sophomore, Psychology
"Chillin' with my friends
just kickin'-it."

"Having fun
with the 'high'
life and chillin'
withmyn.
friends."
I
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The myth of maleness - breeding lunacy in our men
Recently, I watched up the local super model book entrepreneur. Then, knock-off of Virginia Wolfe's point in The Beau
Desparado on video. I while resting comfortably above the store the su- ty Myth, is a question. Are these realistic expectations for our budding young men use?
know, I know I'm not ex- permodel kisses the striking Banderas~ _ --·-·
Is it good to put this image of a sexy, bul,
actly on the cutting edge releasing a overwhelming display
letproof, sensitive stallion as the way men
).R'f>
t>~,
~oO
of the film world, but I ab- of roll-through-the-sheets joy
shoul? be. I mean who gets shot, stabbed
solutely refuse to pay six that saw Banderas and the su- \.1cv\,'\.,& ~~ '" ~\S
---p ~ m o c r e t-1ook ~, ..\)\,,. ~'(; f'\~\I,! ~f three limes and then runs through the pages
bucks to see a movie
of the "Joy of Sex" with the vengeance of
\,t, ~~ \ .~f;
a 1i k e
that I'm not
an acrobat. It just isn't realistic.
\,\~\)~ •
chomping at
It isn't possible, and it isn't what we should be
·
·- ____
the bit to
telling men in our society that they should be. VirCommentary by get at.
ginia Wolfe told the fact that every time women
Well, my
get ahead, in their pursuit of equality, a
movie watchCraig Napier
~ - - - - - - - ~ ~ new unattainable version of the ideal
ing tendencies
women is popularized. This is true.
11!!!1!•■
...........,.,
have nothing to do \
Apd probably, much more detriwith my point, which is simple. However,
IT\ental to our society than my acllllllr
for
two
or
paragraph
a
for
point
we'll suspend the
tion- hero bitch.
. __,. , ___ "
me to explain Desperado to all of you who are
I see Wolfe's point, I always
- ~r..~ ,~..... .._._...
even less movie savvy than I.
have, it just seems that it is comA violent, dark and sexy musician traveling
ing back on men, in a way.
-~-•'""""......
,~:...-~~-,
through the Mexican country side kills every
John Wayne was easy. Stay
drunk thug who decides to rest his derriere on a
quiet, until you have somebar stool. We find he is looking to avenge the death
thing bone chillingly true to
of his true love. He shoots up several low-life bars, sweatsay. Smoke, drink and be
and receives a gun shot wound to prove it. He ing and
sexy, but not too sexy.
makes eye contact with a s·cantily clad, surpris- petting in a
I guess I just miss the
ingly well made-up, definitely buxom local worn- slow motion
day when everyone -was
-..'\,~"'--:--.:-.:~+...
an who takes him back to her "book store" to mend candle-lit seg- · : ·:J·
striving to be coo..ool,·not
the gun shot wound which decorates his upper ment. The rest of
a seven foot tall, bullet
arm. The gunshot gets fixed, and our hero is back the movie is basiproof Chippendale's
~~• ._....,"1,
out on the streets trying to find his assassination cally explosion, exdancer. Cool was a lot
victim. He runs into an out of town hit man who plosion and more gun
easier.
buries, in his back and arms, three different throw- fire tinted with exploOh well, I'm going
._....,,-e:
.--_-...
~~_...___
ing knives. Our hero, Antonio Banderas bleeds sions.
go back to being
to
a
is
which
Now at long last, my point,
his way back to the "book store" and is again sewn
myself. Which I supis the biggest point I wish I
pose
could make. Don't look to the rest of the world to
give you your idea of yourself. Look inside, it is
painful sometimes but always genuine.
If you are a genuine dirt biting, bullet spitting,
seven foot tall sexual wizard, then be it.
Questions about budgeting, tuition and how to change
If you' re not, forget about it. I have. Don't watch
year. Where is the money go- being cut in your depart
What is going on?
any of this crap, read books and make up your
I have to question the in- ing?
ment? I urge all students to
own ideal way to be.
Maybe to the new practice become aware of what they
tegrity of the university adfor free Pepsi products and
ministration when a 5 per- rink the university will build are about to lose and make a
Scott Bentz (top, center)
cent increase in tuition coin- for the Dayton Bombers. decision. Is your education at
sports a new leather jacket
cides with a 3 percent univer- Maybe to new toilet paper Wright State worth the mon
he won for his shooting
dispensers that are armed ey? If not, leave.
sity-wide budget cut.
skills. A pie eating contest
Where is the money go- with the university logo.
It isn't unreasonable to
was enjoyed by Matt
ing? President Flack has said Maybe to extra bonuses for leave a university that
Davis(center, left) and Thad
that education is not free. the questionable officials doesn't care about its stu
Burton(center, right).Delta
who decide on such things.
True.
dents - a university that is
Zeta sisters Amber Gaul
Maybe.
But does he realize the
charging you more for less.
(above, left), Rachel Everhart
I am a film student in the Leave this university and hit
enormity of the debts many
(above,right) and Charissa
students take out to attend Department of Theatre Arts. the administration where it
Mettler (above, middle) enjoy
In this department we are hurts - in the pocket book.
this university?
sun and conversation
the
equipment
our
We are paying a lot. We about to lose
classes.
between
are paying too much to see room manager, Joe Hill - a
the ,,uality of our education crippling loss of a knowl
Eric M. Hoagland
ur1 - .tmined while paying edgeable person with essen
Senior, Motion PictuE
more and more year after tial responsibilities. What is
Production

Now hear this f
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Bombers prepare for new home, new season
By SHAWN RUBLE
News Editor
When WSU students return to
school next fall, a new addition to
the Wright State family will be
settling into their new Nutter Cen-

ter home.
Dayton 's only professi onal
sports franchise, the Bombers, will
begin their first of 10 East Coast
Hockey League seasons in Wright
State's entertainment and. sports
complex.

CAMPUS
ACTIVITIES AND
ORIENTATION

WHAT TO LOOK
FOR IN 1996-97
The first step in a two-phase
project which includes retrofitting
the Nutter Center for an ice making
system and rink will begin this
summer , according to Bombers
General Manager Arnold Johnson.
Johnson said the ice will be
made during the second week in
October.
The process of installing the
new floor will take 28 days.
Once the Nutter Center is ready
for "a new ice age,'~ the Bombers
will open their season during the
third week of October.
With a new facility and easy
access to the Nutter Center, Johnson
hopes the season opener and future
games will draw a large crowd.
"We feel the venue and its ac
cessibility will contribute to large
attendance," said Johnson.
Johnson hopes WSU students
will be a part of the larger crowd.
Ticket prices for students will be
reduced by 25 percent, costing only
$6.
There will also be a student

1--\1.

photo by John Grieshop-courtesy of the Bombers

East Coast Hockey League action will move to the Nutter
Center next fall, as Dayton's only professional sports team,
the Bombers, relocates to Wright State.
section for every hockey game.
Bombers owners will be meet
ing with a new advertising agency
this month and will kick off their
new advertising campaign later this
summer.
Even though the long process
of making the Nutter Center feel
more like home is just beginning,

Johnson and the entire Bombers
club are excited to be at Wright
State.
"Our staff is thrilled to be here
and we appreciate the university
and Ogden Services for the support
they have given us,'' Johnson said.
"We are very excited and posi
tive."

or fewer
•All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may
be omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed
will not be used

111/ARDIAII
PHONE NUMBERS
Editor in Chief - 873-5540
News - 873-5538
Opinion - 873-5538
Sports - 873-5536
Features - 873-5536
Advertising - 873-5537
Fax - 873-5535
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SPOTLIGHT
Shootin' for summer

Photo page

,

by Rola"d Lamantia
As sunny days tempt our
thirst for warmer weather
and the long anticipated
summer break, students
took advantage of the sun
and fun on the Quad last
week. Students shot baskets
for free Pepsi products and
Scott Bentz (top, center)
sports a new leather jacket
he won for his shooting
skills. A pie eating contest
was enjoyed by Matt
Davis(center, left) and Thad
Burton(center, right).Delta
Zeta sisters Amber Gaul
(above, left), Rachel Everhart
(above,right) and Charissa
Mettler (above, middle) enjoy
the sun and conversation
between classes.

8
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Acti ng is dead-on in new Dep p film
Congradulations to
former Spotlight editor
For nearly two years, this indi
vidual worked for The Guardian
And now she is graduating and on
the road to better things.
Her name is Stefanie Badders
and in June she will be receiving
her well-deserv ed diploma. And a
big round of applause from me.
From my first day at The Guard
ian, to the day I took over the
Spotlight editor's position, I knew
Stefanie was an unique person.
Her knowledge of journalism
and her enthusaism to get the story
made working at The Guardian
more fun than words can describe.
She has taught me so much in
the short time that I have known
her.

From serious conversations on
ethics to joking about our boy
friends, Stefanie proved to ~e a
close and confiding friend.
I want to congratula te
Stephanie for all she has acheived.
And I especially wish her years of
happiness with her husband to be
Matt.
Stef, stay the way you are, you
know, picky and annoying. Ha
Ha.
I' 11 miss you funky girl. Re
member. libel never pays. Fish!

Work Outdoo rs with other students.

No experience necessary. Will train.
Earn $6-9.00 /ahr.
nivers ity
Call Today!
Painte rs·
1-800-879-2656
The Educated Choice
http://www.univpaint.com

During the next few months the
major Hollywood studios will be
releasing their examples of summer movies. Unfortunately, if you
aren't a fan of action movies with
budgets that keep getting closer
and closer to the national debt, you
are in for a very uneventful summer.
Not to worry, I only said fairly
uneventful. The first remedy for
the "Blockbust er Blues" comes
withtheope ningofJimJ armusch's
latest film, Dead Man.
The bad news is this film is in
limited distribution, which means
that you're going to have to try to
find a theater playing it. However,
the Neon Movies in Downtown
Dayton and the Little Art Theater
in Yellow Springs may be bringing
it in the near future.
The good news is there are no
explosions, no spectacular special
Arnold
no
and
effects,

been filled.
After a mix-up with a couple of
murders, Blake meets a Native
American named Nobody ( the
names serves as a comic reference
numerous times before the credits
roll). While on the run from three
hired killers, Blake and Nobody
give a new meaning to the phrase
"mutual friendship".
the plot may sound confusing,
but the film is far from that. Upon
leaving the theater, I was amazed
at how simple the film seemed.
Then, I tried verbally telling the
same story and succeeded only in ·
confusing anyone I talked to. The
bottom line is, see the film.
Before you do, I do feel com
pelled to inform you of the follow
ing.
First, Jarmusch has a reputation for giving his films a peculiar
pace. He is like a cool version of
Hal Hartly (Amateur). This pace is

Schwarzen egger mumbling out
some catchy tag line before shooting the bad guy.
Dead Man is the story of William Blake (Johnny Depp), an accountant from Cleveland who
heads out West to the town of
Mach1·ne where there is aJ·ob waiting for him. Unfortunately for our

collectively labeled "slow". This
is unfortunate because it makes
people think twice about seeing
the film. 1 would venture to argue
that the pace in Dead Man comes
acrossasm orerealisti cthanslow .
It feels like Jannusch has let us
peek into the lives of his characters.

unique sense of humor. If y . e
humor so natural that you're not
sure if characters are joking or not,
then Dead Man is for you.
The film is shot in gritty black
and white with the coolest
soundtrack you'll hear this year.
The acting is so dead-on that each
familiar face that pops up (Robert
Mitchum and Gabriel Byrne)
doesn't seem like an endless array
of pointless cameos. They come
across with the sincerity and be
lievability ofactual residents ofthe
West.
If you want to see the best film
that has been released this year,
then go see Dead Man. You' 11 be
amazed at the brilliant photogra
phy of Robby Muller, laugh at the
ordinary humor of aff the charac
ters, and you'll ask the person sit
ting in front of you for
tobacco.(Aaron Spears)

v·1en nese
eVen ing of
food, song
.
AV'tennese roman t'IC evenmg
featuring the Wright State Uni-

h_a_s_a...lr...e_ad...y......'"""'.'."'.'...S~e-c~o-n_d,_D_e_a_d_M"""".'.■-'a_n_h~a-s_a_n, I versity Madrigal Singers, the university Chorus, Jackson Leung
..
andBenitaT se,duopian ists,will
be performed June 1 at 8 p.m. in
DON'T TAKE ALL THOSE EXTRA ITEMS HOME ONLY TO BRING
FALL!!
the Concert Hall of the Creative
THEM BACK TO SCHOOL IN THE
Center,
Arts
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR STUDENTS' SPECIAL
Liebeslieder Walzer, Op
The
5' X 5' ONLY $14.95 PER MONTH!!
era 52 by Johannes Brahms,
(MAY 01- AUGUST 31)
Gloria by Puccini will be per
HARSH MAN SELF-S TORAG E
formed . In addition, the evening
will feature opera scenes, dances,
2009 HARSHM AN ROAD
and Vi~nnese coffees and past
235-0000
ries. The ·cost is $6, $ for WSU
W~.:a..LAJ.IJ.l~~u.t;,,1;,,1,i;~.ti..1;~1.w&~ -- - - ---~-~~ -~-~- ~j faculty and $2 for students.

ng;:.,;Green~~•Da;,;;;~~on~-.:...pr_o_ta_g_o_m_·s_t,_t_h_e_j_ob_
nnllU
...;,:::,:;:•~Bo~wll~
Cleveland,Columbul,canton, Toledo,Clnnl

THIS YEAR A LOT

OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL
BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.

Under the Army's
Loan Repayme nt pro
gram, you could get out
from under with a
three-yea r enlistmen t.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebted ness by
one-thir d or $1,500,
whichev er amount is
greater, up to a $55,000
limit. The offer applies
to Perkins Loans, Staf
ford Loans, and cer tain
other federally insured
loans, which are not in
default. And debt relief
is just one of the many
benefits you'll earn from
the Army. Ask your
Army Recruiter.
SOUTH: 513·294-3 000
EAST: 513·236•4 811
WEST: 513-837•6 165

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

GOIN G HOME FOR THE SUMMER?

L - --'1WliltW..W~~
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vo1 wa1 1ng
long line ...

After registering for classes, listen to Raider
Express Primary Menne Prompt and choose
Option 6
Student Parking Permit
CALL RAIDE R EXPRESS AT 837-4400
Using
For complet e parking information please call
Raider Elpress Option, stop

wsu

Parking and Transportation at 873-5690 or
y in E138 Student Union.

.._____----4.
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Spring Commencement to graduate 1,31 O
By JASON NEBEL
Staff Writer

Wright State University's 31st semi
annual commencement ceremony will
graduate 1,310 students during the June 8
event.
Students who graduated in March or
will graduate in June are eligible to par
ticipate in the spring commencement at
the Nutter Center.
There are 1,100 students walking in
the ceremony, according to Theresa Mileo,
director of Conferences and Events.
A total of 937 bachelor's degrees will
be awarded at the ceremony: 261 will be
from the College of "Liberal Arts, 199
from the College of Business, 150 from
the College of Science and Math, 111
from the College of Education, 110 from
the School of Nursing and 106 from the
College of Engineering.

1991 Commencement

This year's Commencement will
distribute 937 bachelor's degrees,
316 Masters and one Ph.D.

1991 Commencement

More than 1,300 WSU students will
become WSU alumni after the June
8 Commencement ceremony.

One Ph.D. and 316 Master's degrees
will also be awarded.
In a separate ceremony at the Lake
Campus, 56 students will receive associ
ate degrees.
Also in separate ceremonies, the
School of Medicine will graduate 83 stu
dents and the School of Professional Psy
chology will award 26 Psy. D. degrees.
During the main commencement,
Suzanne Murray Bassini, a pioneer in the
Dayton arts community, will be the re
cipient of an honorary degree.
Bassini is the founder of the Muse
Machine, a program which involves school
age children in the theater arts .
She also started the Human Race The
atre Company and took a major role in
revitalizing the Victoria Theater in Down
town Dayton.
The featured speaker at this year's
ceremony will be the recipient of the Board
of Trustees Teaching Excellence award.
The selection process for this award is
still in progress.

Donna Schlagheck, faculty president,
will serve as grand marshal and make
opening and closing comments at the cer
emony.
Wright State University President
Harley Flack will preside at the event.
"We're trying very hard to make this a
personal experience," said Mileo.
The ceremony is expected to last two
hours, according to Mileo.
Students attending the ceremony are
entitled to eight tickets for their guests.
Additional tickets will be available on
a first-serve basis beginning at 8 a.m. on
June 3 in the Office of Conferences and
Events, E180 Student Union.
Guests who are unable to secure tick
ets will be able to view the graduation
ceremony live in the Multipurpose Room
of the Student Union and in 109 ,Oelman.
Refreshments will be available at the
remote sites.
A picnic hosted by President Flack for
graduates will be held May 30 from 11 :30
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the grassy area across
from the soccer field just off Kaufman
Rd.

photos courtesy of Theresa Mileo

Faculty President Donna
Schlagheck will serve as Grand
Marshal for June· Commencement

C:o,ng:r·atulatio,ns
Cla:ss of: 4 9=6,
Good luck and
best wishes
from your
Wright State
News Authority,

1991 Commencement

Senior Trustee remembers 'incredible' WSU journey
·
By SHAWN RUBLE
News Editor
Watching Wright State grow
from a regional university to a na
tional instituti0n is how graduating
senior Greg Ulrich describes his
seven years at WSU.
Usually, only professors and

photo by Shawn Ruble

WSU graduate and Senior
Trustee Greg Ulrich

administrators have the chance to
watch a university grow as much
as WSU has in the past eight years.
But for Ulrich, it was "amazing
how things have improved" since
his first quarter here in the fall
1989.
During his seven years as a part
time and full time student, Ulrich
has witnessed the expansion of
WSU as a Student Government
cabinet member and for the past
two years as a student trustee.
As a student trustee, Ulrich rep
resents WSU students on the
university's Board of Trustees.
Ulrich first became interested
in campus politics while working
with former SG member Paul
Griffith in the department of man
agement, when Griffith was Col
lege of Business representative to
SG.
As a finance and accountancy
dual major, as well as being inter
ested in how politics worked, Ulrich
applied for the director of budget

and physical facilities on the SG
cabinet.
Receiving the job, Ulrich
worked with current SG President
Toby Pinkerton, who was then vice
president under then President
David Kirkhart.
Feeling he had a working
knowledge ofthe university, Ulrich
decided to apply for the student
trustee position for the following
year.
"I thought I would make a good
candidate and would more effec
tively express my views by becom
ing a trustee," said Ulrich, who is
also a member of the Phi Kappa
Tau fraternity.
Even though Ulrich and fellow
trustee NN Schneider do not sit in
on executive session or have vot
ing power on the BOT, Ulrich said
he was· still able to help maintain
the quality of the institution, "in
suring WSU would stay competi
tive in the Ohio higher education
market."

"My goal as a trustee was to
some way contribute to WSU as a
way to allow students to look back
and take pride in the university 10
years from now," said Ulrich.
Ulrich said his biggest chal
lenge as a student trustee was hav
ing the responsibility ofdoing what
is best for the university, but not
having the voting power or the
right to sit in on executive session.
"That was the biggest chal
lenge- how to effectively involve
myself given the stipulations I was
under," said Ulrich.
Looking back on his seven
years, Ulrich said the most memo
rable was his two years as trustee.
During that time, Ulrich worked
on Mike DeWine's U.S. Senate
campaign, where he had the chance
to meet former U.S. President
Gerald Ford. Sitting on the plat-

form during WSU President Harley
Flack's inauguration was a second
memorable.and unique experience.
"Being on the platform and re
alizing that I suddenly had the re
sponsibility of taking care of this
institution was big- it really put
things in perspective," Ulrich
added.
When he graduates June 8,
Ulrich will take with him the seven
years of knowledge and experi
ence he has gained at WSU. Intern
ing at a real estate appraisal firm,
working as an assistant to a stock
broker in Dayton and owning his
own DJ business, Back Beat Sound
Productions, will aid Ulrich in his
career in business.
"I have a few avenues of where
I want to go and I am going to sit
down and decide what exactly I
enjoy doing and pursue it," said
Ulrich. "Whenlcameherelwa nted
to gain knowledge that would help
me run my own business ~ • now
I can put that to work."
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f.!~Rrr! thE:da~~c~e to Dayton tGradua
th
·h I
••lws Editor
"• For man_y young adults, going
to college 1s a chance to move
away from home and live the good
life by shacking up student style.
But for graduating senior Lisa
Kaup, college was just another
stepping stone to the real world.
With a dual bachelor's of arts
degree in political science and mass
communication, Kaup believes her
four years as a student leader at the
main and Lake campuses ofWSU,
have prepared her for a career in
public relations.
Before moving to Dayton,
Kaup attended the Celina Campus
and became involved in student
organizations.
During her first quarter, she
ran for Lake Campus Student Gov
ernment secretary. She ended up
winning the presidency. She served
as president of Lake SG for two
years before transferring.
Her involvement didn't stop
with SG. Kaup was a writer for the
Lake Schooner Press, a DJ on
WKKI, 94.1 FM and organized
the Lake Campus' equivalent event
to May Daze, Spring Fling.
"It was a festival equal to the
Daze in which we had events like
a pie throwing contest, live bands
and free food," said Kaup.
As a prominent student leader
at the Lake Campus, Kaup was
invited to attend the Spring Lead
ership Lab at the main campus,
sponsored by Campus Activities
and Orientation (CAO).
As the only student from the
Lake Campus, Kaup felt a little
"petrified" at first, but ended the
weekend with many new friends

Attention Freak Mama
Stefanie Badders:
Sincethedaywasone, we were
havin' fun.Here's to seven years
of bad craziness. Always
remember the production room _
discotech. A wise plum-haired
diva once said, "The key to
happiness in life is a daily dose
of disco with some Parliament
on the side."
Love,
JoAnn Doss

To two guys I count on and two
guys that have become great
friends, I wish you all the luck in
the world. Bill and Jeff, I want
you to know I will never forget
you! Thanks for the memories!
Love,
Maggie
•

"It was really a great program
and I was on cloud nine for weeks
afterwards," said Kaup.
Though the transition was hard,
working in CAO as a tour guide
enabled her to meet many new
friends and to get involved in organizations here.
During her junior and senior
years, Kaup was involved in the
Public Relations Student Society
of America, Alpha Xi Delta soror
ity, President's Ambassadors Club,
Phi Sigma Alpha Honor Society,
Order of Omega Greek Honor Society and Fall and Spring Quarter
Leadership Labs.
To add to her resume, Kaup is

also a member of professional or
ganizations including Public Rela
tions Society of America, the In
ternational Association ofBusiness
Communicators and Toastmasters.
"You learn so much more from
activities than in the classroom,"
said Kaup.
During her entire four years as
Kaup worked two jobs to
student,
a
pay for her education, without loans
or financial aid.
"I worked very hard to put
myself through school. My parents
paid for their education and I knew
I had to as well. Even if it meant
working two jobs, then that's what
it meant," said Kaup.
Stress may have been the one
thing which kept Kaup on-key
throughout her college career.
"I would get bored ifljust went
to school. I thrive on stress," said

TOTHE"NATUREBOY"MARK
HABEL
Congratulations on finally
making it. So what if some
doctors made it in less time than
you did. Keep on styling and
profiling.
Your Big Woody
To My Sister Lisa Kaup:
A sister like you makes life
worthwhile. Alway~ caring and
thoughtful with a genuine smile.
Sisters like you are indeed rare.
They show through example
how much they care. A kind
work, a simple song "Of Life's
Sweet Days."
So as you walk down the
graduation aisle, know that
~ehind my tears will be an Alpha
Xi smile.
I Love Ya!
Teresa

O

e p O ers

By SUSANNA SHOCKEY
Spotlight Editor

photo by Shawn Ruble

Graduating senior Lisa Kaup
Kaup.
Being involved and working
two jobs has prepared Kaup for life
in the real world. She has a number
of job leads and may soon secure
an entry level position with a major
public relations agency.
With the entry level position,
Kaup hopes to gain experience and
move into her primary focus in PR
special events.
Last fall, Kaup interned with
the Downtown Dayton Partnership,
the organization which coordinates
Downtown Dayton Days, Celebra
tion Dayton '96 events and other
city-wide programs.
Kaup said her dream is to move
to Cincinnati or San Francisco to
start her career. Though her future
looks bright, she will miss the uni
versity she has grown to love.
"I will certainly miss all the
people I see everyday from friends
to acquaintances to all the people
on the Quad," said Kaup. "I love
Wright State and I will truly miss
it."

A wards and honors do not neeessarily make a person special.
Sometimes, it is what a person has
chosen to do with his/her life that
counts. For one graduating senior,
this is the case.
On June 8 Kim Herrold will
walk her last steps of what was a
long and hard journey to receive
her degree in rehabilitation services.
"I wanted more out ofmy life,"
said Herrold. "I always wanted to
help people and be able to counsel."
Rehabilitation services helps
people with physical or mental dis
abilities. Vocational assessments,
testing, case
management,
job placement,
group therapy
and counseling
for their clients are part ofthe daily
routine for people in the field. The
goal is to get the patient into soci
ety on a level that is appropriate
for him/ her.
"The idea is to get that person
to function as normal as they can
in society, where they can give
something back and make them
feel productive," said Herrold.
Once a person has a degree, a
state test must be taken to acquire
a counseling license.
Working with children and ado
lescents is something Herrold en
joys doing. Herrold volunteered

photo by Roland Lamantia

Kim Herrold
at Youth Challenges in Spring
field where she worked with three
to six year olds who had Attention
Deficit Disorder.
After gradua
tion, Herrold plans
to move back home
to Greenville, S.C.
and work at the Gateway House, a
facility that helps the mentally ill,
particularly individuals with mul
tiple personality disorder and
·
schizophrenia.
Herrold has not made a final
decision on what area of rehabili
tation services she would like to
pursue, although someday she
would like to share a practice with
other certified counselors.
"I would like to see what else
is available with rehabilitation ser
vices," said Herrold. "I'm excited
to get into the field and see what is
out there."

To Roland, Stefanie, Doug and
Shannon,
You guys have been great to
work wtth this year. Thanks for
all of the help and headaches.
Good luck in the future and I'll
see you at m.>e tnaitl.Jington po~t.
Your wonderful boss,
Anthony

Congratulations to
all June WSU
Grads!
Good Luck!

Good luck in your future and
best of luck... you're going to
need it.

Your pals from
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Soccer players get medical and engineering deg re~
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Sports Editor
Three Wright State men's soc
cer players are graduating June 8
with degrees one might think to be
a little unusual, such as nursing,
biomedical engineering, and hu
man factors engineering.
Goalkeeper Bill Hambrook,
defender Marcus Whitehead and
forward Brett Becker have had to
conquer the skills of time manage
ment to complete their degrees.
Ham brook, a native ofMilwau
kee, Wisconsin, said he knew when
he entered college he either wanted
to do something in the medical
field or engineering because it was
"in the family blood."
Instead of choosing one he de
cided at the end of his sophomore
year to combine the two by going
into biomedical engineering.
He started out as a mechanical
engineering major but switched
because he said he wanted more
science in his classes.
Since biomedical engineering
deals with the human body and
things like medical imaging, artifi-.
cial organs, etc., it was perfect,
according to Hambrook.
Whitehead, who hails from
Columbus, said his decision to go
into the engineering field was made

when he took a tour of the Russ
Engineering Center when he vis
ited the school.
"I was really impressed and
knew that was what I wanted to
do," said Whitehead.
According to Becker, part of
his decision to go into nursing was
because nurses are high in demand.
He also said even though the
myth is that women make up most
of the nurses, there were many
other men in his classes. He said he
never felt uncomfortable.
Each of the players said it was
difficult to be in their respective
programs and play soccer at the
same time.
According to Becker, it was
tough and there were many sched
uling conflicts, but through his
coach's understanding, he was able
to manage.
Hambrook's experience was
very similar.
"I look back now and ask my
self 'how did I do it?', there were a
lot oflate nights, going to the teach
ers, making sacrifices but it was
something I wanted to do," said
Hambrook.
According to Whitehead, soc
cer and classes weren't a problem.
It was managing time to get it all
done that was the problem.
"In-season, though, forced me

BILL HAMBROOK,
GOAL KEEPER,
BSBE BIOMEDICAL
ENGINEERING
to manage my time/' he said.
For the future, Hambrook and
Whitehead have continued to pur
sue careers in soccer through coach
ing.
Becker said he is going home to
St. Louis, Missouri and wants to
take a year off from school before
deciding whether or not to go to
medical school.
He plans to work in the nursing
field for now.
Whitehead, who currently has
a year long internship at General
Motors in Vandalia, said he will
continue coaching to stay in touch

MARCUS WHITEHEAD,
DEFENDER,
BSHFEHUMANFACTORS
ENGINEERING
with the game.
Ham brook is going back to Wis•consin to coach in soccer camps
and stay involved with his club
team, the Milwaukee Kickers.

BRETT BECKER,
FORWARD,
BSN NURSING
Both Ham brook and Whitehead
commented on how their coaches
and the athletic administrators have
helped them with gettingjobs, such
as internships and graduate
assiststantships.

2 Brett Bec~er, F
Games/Gms started shots goals assists points
54/21
53
17
5
39
18 Marcus Whitehead, D
Games/Gms started shots goals assists points
26/0
2
0
1
1
01 Bill Hambrook, GK
Games/Gms started Min
35/29

Svs goals avg. Sho

3076 163

40

1.17

9.5

The Guardian Sports department would like to honor all
of Wright State's graduating student- athletes
Men's

Socc

Brett BeckerJ
Bill Hamb.rook
ivtarcus Whitehead, 8$H

Jarosz, BSB
nee
ug Lowe, BA

ciology

1

Englneering
.· .•·

g

Womens o~

Cathy Clingman, BA Psyc;
Julie Bulmer, BSED Reha
Angie Popp~ , BA Psycft

Tennis
Romeo Vutecevski, BSBI\
Financial Services
~

es, BSED K-12:

Education
rs, BSED K-12:

*-summer grad
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Cruise should leave the spying up to 007
1 • n1n11,, 111nnnn1n1r
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Very few summer movies have been
hyped up as much as Tom Cruise's new spy
flick Mission Impossible. And hype is about
all it is.

Modeled after the television series from
the late 1960s, this film is loaded with spe
cial gadgets and suspense but it lacks focus.
The ads market this as being an action
packed film, it isn't.
The beginning is deja vu of 1992's True
Lies. The ending is set on a high speed train,
very similar to Speed and Under Siege 2 but
not nearly as effective. This film lacks any

originality.
There is one exception...the middle.
Tom Cruise is James Bond wannabe
Ethan Hunt. Hunt's crew has been killed
because of list of secret agents names on a
computer disk. The movie's plot is Hunt
trying to retrieve the information on the disk
and find out who did in his gang.
During the middle ofthe film, Hunt teams
up with Luther, played hysterically by Ying
Rhames (Pulp Fiction) and Krieger, played
by The Professional' s Jean Reno, to plan a
break-in of CIA Headquarters.
This scene is a classic, nail-biting
peace of filmmaking, something di
rector Brian DePalma (Carlito's Way ,,,::,·, ·
and The Untouchables) is famous for.
The team is attempting to get the lost list
off ofa computer in a secret vault deep in the
CIA building.
Cruise gets good support from his sup
porting cast.Jon Voight, Emmanuelle Beart,
Reno, Rhames and Venessa Redgrave give

Agents Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise)
and Claire Phelps (Emanuelle Beart)
receive vital information in the slow
yet entertaining adventure Mission
Impossible

great performances.
Cruise is not the action-hero
type. He's too boyish and snob
bish. Those characteristics al
lowed him to do fine in films like
A Few Good Men and Rain
Man, but made him un
b e - lievable as
a se
cret agent.
The spy
thing doesn't work .
with Cruise. Pierce
Brosnan was far more convincing in last year's 007 film
Goldeneye, which was overall a
better film.
Typical summer moviegoers anticipat
ing a lot of blood and guts, action, car chases
and shootouts will probably be disappointed '
with this Mission. During most of the film
we see Cruise and Co. planning their various
spy jobs and we spend very little time actu
ally seeing them in action.
This is not a bad movie, it does have a
few really good scenes, and I mean a few.
However, for all we've heard a~out it and for
all of the hype, we expected more. (Anthony
Shoemaker)

This is the last iss·ue of THE
GUARDIAN for the 1995-96
academic year.
Look for our next.issue Sept. 4.

gWe've opened in South Dayton
..·.
g& business is great!
)

gNOWACCEPTING
gAPPLICATIONS FOR
gALL POSITIONS
gespecially f OOD

gSERVERS
D

If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Ar.my ROTC Camp Chal
lenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.
f

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Ar.my officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
b_eyond.

ARMY ROTC
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lt's-not
too late tojoin
ourteam! 0

FULL & PART TIME. FLEXIBIJE SCHEDUUNG. Unique
atmosp/rere.. ftm &.fas_t-paced. Cozyme/:\· is 110w open in SOUTH
DAYTON! As part of rhe Mllcaroni Grill family, we ca11 offerexcellelll
pay potential plus benefits like: tuition m,sistance program. meal
df$oulfts, vacation ptiy & more!

TIE SMDTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CD TUE.

FOODSERVERSCANEARNUPTO ~20+
g
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For details, visit Room 337, .Allyn Hall or call

a
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873-2255

PERHOUR
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APPLY IN PERSON at our new locaJio11:

1060 Miamisburg Centerville Road
in SOUTH DAYTON. eoe
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Poor writing makes Spy Hard soft on humor
I',.
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MONEY FOR COLLEGE
~!a student Is eligible for some type of financial

.
I

SPY HARD

**

It's crude. It's crass. It's Spy
,
' • Hard.
• The U.S. Dept. d Education reponed then, was CMM" $28 BILLION In financial aid
That may be the best way to
available including CMM" $10 BILLION In ICholarahipa from IQUrce, other than the
describe the current Hollywood Pic
ttdnl m,mrnent.
tures release spoofing the spy genre.
• A U.S. Cons;reuional study concluded that oyer S8 8 BILLION d private eector
With the success of the James Bond
financial aid went unused because parents and students did not know where to
lilf>PI!,.
movies and the highly anticipated
Our service Is designed to help eY8fYbody from high school juniors to poatMission: Impossible corning to the
doClorat• find funding aources from a databge of om 335 000 listjngs.
.
big screen, a movie that pokes fun at
• GUMANTEE - We will aend you at least 7 potential aources d priyate sector
the action serials may do well at the
financial aid or your fee w;n be nptumed with whatever financial aid aourcea were
found free d charge.
box office this summer.
Possibly with good reason.
For an application and more Information call:
Many of the movies set for this
1-800-617-6788
1 summer don't have promise, and
Leslie Nielsen is a proven com
Name . •.........••...•.•...••••.•.•..•••
modity, having starred in all three
monetarily successful Naked Gun
Address ................................ .
QB write to:
1 movies. Nielsen stars as Dick
City ................. State .... Zip • • . • • • . . Scholar Makers, Inc.
Steele, better known as Agent WD14148 Sycamore Circle
40, an aging spy coming out of
Area Code .. •• · Phonet • · · · • • • · • · · • • · · · • · · Strongsville, OH 44136-2667
retirement to, you guessed it, save
-·
J
the world. Much like his Frank
Drebin role from the Naked Gun
trilogy, Nielsen plays Steele as'an
inept, thoughtful, albeit clueless,
straight man.
The opener for the movie starts
out much like a typical Bond flick,
an action scenario with explosions
and death sure to follow. The be
ginning manages to poke fun at
current hit Mission: Impossible
wit~ a self-destructin_~_ message
aid regardless of grades or parental Income.

•

1

Nicollette Sheridan and Leslie Nielsen join forces to save
the world in Spy Hard.
blowing up a helicopter.
No one is safe from the slam of
Spy Hard. The movie manages to
poke fun at In the Line ofFire, Pulp
Fiction, Speed, Cliffhanger, Juras
sic Park, True Lies, and yes, even
HomeAlone andSisterAct. "Weird
Al" Yankovic captures the tone of
the movie with his "Theme from
Spy Hare!' running through the
opening credits as we get a shot of
the Bond-esque silhouettes as seen
through a blooper reel.
What starts off as a promising
spoof quickly heads south. The
culprit can be blamed upon the
writing. The tried-and-true sight
gags and dialogue prove to be over
used for Spy Hard, as if we've seen
it once too often in the Naked Gun
movies. In fact, the sexual innu-

endo proves to be more sopho
moric than actually humorous.
Nicolette Sheridan plays
Steele's partner/love interest,
Agent 3.14 (pi, anyone) and per
forms the role well with a breathy
French accent worthy of any Bond
babe. Andy Griffith (yes, Andy
Griffith) plays General Rancor, the
obligatory diabolical madman who
wants to rule/destroy the world.
Griffith should stick with his
Matlock-type roles as Rancor
seems to be too big of a stretch for
him.
Spy Hard finds itself in the
middle, between being a good
movie and a bad one. It's not a date
movie, but you'll be entertained
by seeing Spy Hard with a couple
of your buddies. (Geoffrey Kim)

• Spacious 2 Bedroom Apartments
fr.om $490-$540
• Fully Equipped t<Jtchens

w/Olshwasher

• tndlvldually Controlled Heat & Air
· A storoge/Ufllity Room with
WO Hook-Ups

... On-site LOU'ldry F~IHtes
• Swimming Pool, BosketbQII Court
& 5and Volleyball
·• Private Wolk.way Connects to
WSUII
• Convenient to Interstates
&Shopping

GREAT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES!!

429-0891

The Home City Ice Company is looking to hire students to work during school and
summer. We are looking for quality people to start now.
Home City Ice offers FLEXIBLE hours and EXCELLENT pay for its employees
during the school year and the summer break.
Get your APPLICATION early and get traine~ so you can start working part-time
during school & full-time during the summer.
TO APPLY: Stop by in person at 1020 Gateway Drive near Rt. 4 & Stanley
Avenue OR call Tim Sedler or George Richardson @ 461-6028 for more
information!!!
We are looking to hire people for Route Delivery and Packaging. Jobs start around
$5.50 per hour and going as high as $8.00-$9.00.

2294 2Jnk Rood. faibom
Follow 1-675 North, leff on Col. Glenn
Hwy.,left on 2lnk Rood (before Meter).
1 mile on the right.
Prolellloldvmc:J'IOQ8ClbVfownePrope'11N
AaNt MonogM\anf Companv

SUMMER JOBS

CALL NOW!!
Qt

461 ~ 6028
TOLL FREE 1-800-283-5511
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SPORTS
Wrig ht Stat e stud ent goin g to Irela nd to fight
The competition is broken into
five different areas.The first part of
the competition is Karate forms,
While most Wright State stu which is a series of movements
dents are off in the sun, relaxing, simulating fights.
Next is weapons Kata, a fight
feeling good classes are over, one
will be over in Shannon, Ireland, which includes a six-foot staff.
Church said he typically scores high
ready to fight.
Junior Nathan Church, a com in this event.
Sparring consists of kicks,
munity advisor, associate of Phi
Sigma Phi fraternity and co-chair punches and throwing each other
of WSU's Student-Athletics Pro down and Duo Jitsu is a choreo
motions Board, is also a brown graphed fight, consisting of a se
ries of twelve attacks where one is
belt in Shotokan Karate.
Church will travel to Ireland as judged on his form,sparring, Ju Jitsu
one of 35 Americans competing in fighting and Duo Ju Jitsu. Church
the Irish American Friendship Cup said his best event is Ju Jitsu fight
Invitational. (The Irish team will ing.
The fighting consists of three
compete against Team America of
stages: (1) Standing-kicki ng,
Karate and Ju Jitsu on June 23.)

By JOHN C. DESELEM
For the Guardian

photo by Mark Mowrey

Nathan Church will be in
Europe June 16-23. Right
now he is preparing for the
trip and fight of a lifetime.

punching (2) Throwing (Judo) and ability I was at.
(3) On ground (choking, lock out a
He taught me that with work I
joint). Basically inflicting enough would always get better.
pain on the other person to make
"He's been like a father to me
them quit.
too," said Church.
Church has been competeing
Church won't have the luxury
for three years in the SEIEI Ju Jitsu of having Morgan on the trip to
Union of the Miami Valley Tour Ireland with him.
nament Association.
Instead, Don Madden, of
se
his
in
He began competing
Chillicothe, Ohio, will be going to
School.
High
Franklin
nior year at
Ireland with him and his partner,
interested
been
Church has always
Ray Fitzpatrick. Church qualified
inspiration
his
says
but
in the sport,
for the team in March with a sec
Greg
coach,
first
his
from
came
ond place finish.
Morgan.
When asked about the future,
"Since day one I've always Church said he would like to run
wanted to be as-good as him," he his own business school someday
said. He always gave me just the and is testing for his bla~k belt in
right amount of encouragement. July.
He never let me accept the level of

WSU's men's b-ball, is it falling apart?
Along with Kos,junior forward become the team's shot maker.
Last season he averaged 12.4
Mike Conner will also have to im
per game, only second beind
points
prove his game. This past season's
to help lead the team in
Potapenko
most improved player played an
scoring.
integral part off the bench. He had
Even though Brooks made
a hot streak during the confrence
-remarkable plays, he will
some
After losing six players in the season with multiple games ofnear
improve on his turnovers
to
have
last six months, what's in the fu perfect shooting.
selection.
shot
and
The big ques
ture for Wright State's men's bas
swingman Anthony
Freshman
tion with Conner is
ketball program?
limited playing
saw
who
Brown,
will Head Coach
The biggest loss to the team
have a better
may
season
last
time
R a 1 p h
is junior center Vitaly
as a
himself
improve
to
chance
Underhill put
Potapenko and his average of
of
losses
the
with
player
I
Division
....- ~conner into
20.7 points per game.
Cast.
Terrance
and
Martinez
Rick
the starting
His decision to go to the
Even though WSU has lost six
line-up long
National Basketball Associa
from this years roster and
players
enough
tion will effect the team in more
that are questionable,
players
two
f o r
ways than scoring.
recruited four excel
has
Underhill
him
The two time all Midwestern
stars.
prep
lent
Collegiate Conference first team
Mr. South. Dakota, John
selection also was a force inside
will be an impact player
Sivesind,
leading the team in rebounding and to get used to the role?
away.
right
The Boston native will have to
blocked shots as well.
Sivesind, a 6 foot 3 inch, guard
Another loss is sophomore for show an enormous ammount of
his high school to a third place
led
ward Thad Burton, who started in leadership with such an inexperi
in the state tounament.
finish
six games but then had his playing enced and young team.
will most likely back
Sivesind
Junior guard Rob Welch will
time cut severly.
and Welch in the
Brooks
up
With his loss sophomore Steno be the only other senior on the
backcourt.
Kos will have to increase his point team. He proved to be one of the
Joining Sivesind, in the
production as well as his presence most important players on the team
will be Michael
backcourt,
this year.
inside the paint.
The six foot guard
Richardson.
When he returned from his
He said, "I believe we'll be fine
thirty points per
nearly
averaged
and we will do good... Everyone ankle _injury, he quickly moved
year at Scott
senior
his
in
game
point
leaving won't effect us because we back into his starting role as
School.
High
County
through
have been practicing on shooting guard, one in which he had
Richardson finished his career
sinee the end of the season and that out his career at Wright State.
in all-time ·scoring for the
second
strengthen
to
need
may
Welch
will make a diffrence."
as he shot 47 percent
Not only will Kos have to "bulk his ankle some more to get his Cardinals,
point arc and 92
three
the
from
his
on
improve
and
form
up," but he will also have to take shooting
percent from the charity stripe.
more shots. Last season he aver three point shooting.
To help in the front court,
the
made
who
Brooks,
Keion
'A I only 2.8 shots per game and
has inked 6 foot 7 inch
Underhill
will
team
All-Newcomer
MCC
50 percent from the field.
I)~

Commentary by MAGGIE
HORSTMAN and DAVE
SEAMAN
Sports Editor Guardian and
Sports Director, WWSU

file photo

Head Coach Ralph Underhill
Ryan Grose and 6 foot 5 inch Steve
Yeagle.
Grose averaged 22.3 points per
game and 11.3 rebounds per game
and was special-mention All State
honors for Ohio.
Yeagle brings the Raiders 29
points per game, 11 rebounds and
5.8 assists per game.
Next season has the potential of
being very rough or very good,
because, as some say, you can never
underestimate Underhill's recruit
ing abilities.
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Wright State sports' accomplishments
--------.-.--------.
WSU Sports honorees for 9 5- 96:
Volleyball: Jennifer Bringman, MVP, first team
AII-MCC, Player of the Week (Sept. 5 and Nov. 6),
Carrie Monnes, MCC All-Newcomer team,Jennifer
Beaudet, Raider Award.
Women's Soccer: Michelle Marchese, MVP, first
team AII-MCC, Jody McCord, MCC AllNewcomer team, Ashley Auld, MCC Player of the
Week (Oct. 16), Maggie Horstman, Raider Award,
Men's Soccer: Jeff Winterburger, MVP, first-team
All-MCC, second team All-Mideast.Michael
Sylbome, first team All-MCC, Bill Hambrook,
MCC Player of the Week (Oct. 23), second team
AII-MCC, Gianni Doddato, second team All-MCC,
Ty Manley, Raider Award.
Cross Country (Women's): Sonja Smith, MVP,
Karen Huguenot, Raider Award. (Men's): MVP,
Todd Koehn, Matt Freyoff, Raider Award.
Swimming and Diving: (Men's) Stuart Wells,
Swimmer of the Week, (Nov 13.), Darren
Heidenreich, MVP, Oustanding Performer at
championships.Brian Gross, Raider Award,
(Women's) Karen Lesh Diver of the Week, (Nov.
13), Kristen Cusinamo, MCC Female Newcomer of
the Year, Lana Goodrich.MVP, Lori Canty, Raider
Award, Matt Liddy Coach gf the year men's and
women's.
Men's Basketball: Vitaly Potapenko, MVP, first
team All-MCC, MCC Player of the Week, (Feb.4),
Keion Brooks, All-Newcomer team, MCC Player
of the Week, (Dec. 24), Delme Herriman, Raider
Award.
Women's Basketball: Timothea Clemmer, first
team All-MCC, MCC Player of the Week, (Dec. 3),
Beth Bartram, All-Newcomer team, Heidi Beal ,
Raider A ward.
Women ' s Tennis: Rhonda Rains MVP, All
Tournament team, Molly Davis, Raider Award.
Men's Tennis: team awards TBA
Golf: Scott Hailes,MCC Newcomer of the Year,
Fred Jefferson, Coach of the year.Team awards
TBA.
Softball: Angie Lala, first team All-MCC, Amanda
Kendrick, second team All-MCC, Angie Hook and
Lisa Barr All-Newcomer team, Ashley Anderson,
MCC All-Tournament team. Team awards TBA.
Baseball: Matt Clark, MCC Pitcher of the Week
(Apr.21), Phil Long and Chris Wallace, first team
All-MCC, Andy Matko and Bill Stosik, second
team All-MCC, John Ratliff, second team All
MCC and All-Newcomer team, Player of the

Week, (Apr. 28).

B AMY HUGHES and
y
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ANTHONY SPRING
Staff Writers
Overall, it was a rocky year for Wright
State sports.
With the exception of men's and
women'sswimminganddivingandgolf, the
teams had sub-par performances.
Back in the fall the Raiders had eight
teams competing in five different sports,
with none ofthe
teams finishing
higher than
third place in
the Midwestern
Collegiate Con
ference.
Volleyball
began the sea
son on a 7-0
winning streak
and by mid-sea
son held a 14-3
record. But
things began to
fall apart as they
entered confer
ence play and
suffered five
losses out ofsix
games from
Oct. 6-21.
Four
of
those losses
1 e p o o were to conferJennifer Bringman
ence teams and
finished her WSU
they went9-5 in
career with setting
the MCC, finrecords and being
ishing fourth in
MCC Player of the
the conference.
Week twice.
Senior cap-

file photo

Jeff Winterburger helped men's
soccer place third in the MCC.
tain Jennifer Bringman led the team in digs,
setting a new WSU record at 1,427 for her
career.
The women's soccer team finished the
season 7-10-2 and 2-4-1 in the MCC plac
ing fifth overall.
A mid-season five game winning streak
brought the team to .500 for the first time in
two years.
The Raiders depended on the efforts of
captain Michelle Marchese who started ev
ery game of her Wright State career.
Men's soccer was one of the strongest
fall teams.
They had a solid team effort fi nishing
3rd in the MCC and 12-4-3 overall.
A mid-season win over nationally ranked
Butler was the team's high point as they
peaked too early, trailing off near the end of
the season.
Sonja Smith helped lead the women's
cross country team to a fourth place finish
in the MCC and a 72-57 record.
"We had a solid year during the mid
part and then we came together at the con
ference meet and capped off the season,"
said head coach Mike Baumer.

,.. .

Men'scrosscountrydidn'tfairaswf as
their female counterparts finishing fifth in
'
the MCC with a 32-86 overall record.
But Baumer said, "I thought the season
showed improvement over the last two
years."
The winter sports season proved to be
both disappointing and encouraging, as the
swimming and diving teams continued their
success, but the basketball teams struggled.
Once again, the swimming and diving
teams proved to be two of the strongest
teams at Wright State as both the men and
women won conference championships.
The men were
led by senior
D a r r e n
Heidenreich who
set new MCC and
WSU records in the
1,650, sophomore
Jason Schwartz
who went unde
feated in the 200
backstroke and by
junior Stuart Wells
who led the team in
several events.
On
the
women's side, they
ble w away their
competition in the
MCC as they won
13 of 20 individual
titles at the conference champion
ship.
Assistant

See
Review
p.13

file photo

Timothea Clemmer
helped lead the
women's b-ball
team.
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team.
For the women's tennis team, it is more
ing of Junior

.------:-- ~-----~• L

file photo

Stuart Wells broke
records in the
breastroke for the
swimming team this
past season.

o r
Blanchard.
Much like
spring
the
weather, the
spring sports
off
started
cold.
Baseball
began the sea
son with a 112 record, but
came on strong
at the end win
ning 14 oftheir
last 25 games.
With only
one senior and

file photo

Vitaly Potapenko led the men's b
ball team in 1996.
several talented young players, the team
went 20-28 and finished in sixth place in the
MCC.
With many hot bats and their traditional
tough defense, the Raiders will return a
much more well-rounded and seasoned team
next year.
Their team defense was .959 and eight
guys return who batted over .250.
Assistant coach Dan Bassler said you
always look forward to next season after you
have a losing record and the team will look
to finish towards the top of the conference
next season.
The most successful team of the spring

,e p oto

Adee Ristas led the softball team in
pitching this year.

TIIE . . . . . .

,,

than what was.
In mid-season turmoil the Raiders lost
number one and two players Paulette Truax
and Karen Nash.
Despite the loss, the team finished fifth
in the MCC and had an overall record of 1711.
The bright spot of the season was the
play of junior captain Rhonda Rains who
was named to the first team all MCC tournament team.
Men's tennis struggled to a fifth place
finish in the MCC tournament and had a 712 record. According to head coach Bill
James, "We're optimistic, we'll be better
next year."
Though it was not an outstanding year
for Wright State sports, they still managed a
third place finish in the James J. McCafferty
Trophy standings.
The trophy is awarded to the team that
has earned the most points through place
ment at the end of the regular season com-·
bined with championship tournament points.
Though few teams fared exceptionally
well this year, many of WSU' s sports show
promise for the future and a posiitve outlook
for years to come.

.et

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
HUNDREDS & THOUSANDS
OF GRANTS&
SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILLABLE TO ALL
STUDENTS. IMMENIATE
QUALIFICATION. NO
REPAYMENTS EVER.

on the Weekend
Shuttle

CALL 1800- 585- 8 AID
...

used CDs,
cassettes,
video tapes,
and video games

LAST DAY for Spring weeken d Mall Shuttle service Is Sunday June 2, 1996
There wlll be U
SUMMER weekend mall shuttle service
weeken d Mall Shuttle Service WIii RESUME FRIDAY 9/20/96
I

Open Daily 11-1 0 Sun 12-8

I I :1:1 . Hrow11 S• rt••••
·228-:6399
.. -~
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For~ll~gAuros,ListingJobs,Rem~s,
Events, Travel and services, tum to
The Guardian Classifieds

Jobs

Participate in a sleep
research project at the
VA Hospital. Will
compensate. Call 2 6 7 3910,Mon-Fri, 7:00am
to 3:30pm.
HOME CITY ICE is
looking for quality
employees. Offering
hours/week
35+
during summer with
part time flexible
hours during school
Positions
year.
available: Delivery
Drivers, Production
Crew & Secretarial.
Good pay $5.75 $9.50/hour.
hours
Unlimited
available. Located 5-6
miles from campus.
Call Tim or George
461-6028.

Jobs
Summer
Painting homes in the
Dayton Area. $6-$8
per hour. Call Student
Works Painting today.
1-800-899-WORK.
EASY JOB - GOOD
PAY. Babysitting in my
home for 2 boys, 8 and
11, 8:00am to 6:00pm
June 17 to July 26. Call
898-8032.
YARD/OUTDOOR
SOUTH
WORK.
CENTERVILLE AREA

T H R O U G H
SUMMER. $ 5. 5 0 PER
HOUR. CALL H.
SIEGAL 873-2850.
EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED.

cussi~z~DS

BANK CARD REPS.
Work as an agent of
Universal Saving
up
Set
Bank.
merchants w/credit
card service. no
turn
equipment
Provides
downs.
training and leads.
$300.00 to $500.00
per sale. Call 2640101. Also hiring
telemarketing and
personel
office
positions.

THE
IN
WORK
OUTDOORS
Parks,
National
Wildlife
Forests,
&
Preserves,
Concessionaires are
now hiring seasonal
workers. Excellent
benefits + bonuses!
Call: 1-206-971-3620
ext. N55704

Participate in a sleep
research project at the
VA Hospital. Will
compensate. Call 267STUDENT SECRETARY 3910,Mon-Fri, 7:00am
N E E D E D to 3:30pm.
IMMEDIATELY. Must
excellent PETITION
have
communication skills CIRCULATING $$$
for working with Earn ;$12.00 or more
customers and be per hour in your own
willing to work on neighborhood collect
Fridays and Mondays signatures
for
this summer. Stop by Riverboat Gambling.
the Electronics Shop Call 771-1853 Mon
-at 077 Brehm Lab to Fri. 9am - 1pm. Call
fill out an application N o w ! ! !
between 8 a.m. and $$$$$$$$$$$$$
4:30 p.m. or call 873READY O MAKE
2554.
MONEY? Tired of
MODELS WANTED working your butt off
glamour just for grades?
Fo
photography. All School's almost out.
sizes. Lingerie and Ready to make better
figure. than average money?
artistic
and Set your own hours!
Legitimate,
professional. $10- No boss! No kidding,
$20/HR. 879-3889. but plenty of fun!
M-F noon to 4:00 or Looking for outgoing
leave message.
and positive people!
No Sales of business
CRUISE SHIPS NOW experience needed.
HIRING - Earn up to Call 426-1260.
$ 2 , 0 0 0 + / m o nt h
working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour Summer Housing
companies. World Pool, furnished, 2Travel. Seasonal & bed-2 full baths,
full-time employment utilities pd., close
No to UD, $165.00 @4
available.
experience necessary. students. Irving
For more information Commons
978
call -206-971-3550 Irving Avenue. call
ext. C55704
643-0554.

Call 873-5537 for Information.
Student Rate: $2.00 first 25 words.
Non-Student: $5.00 first 25 words.
$1.00 each additional 25 words.

RENT In
FREE
exchange for parttime/ f 1 ex i b 1 e
childcare. Ideal for
full-time or parttime student. If
interested please
call Laura at 4340651 or 297-8858.

MOVING SALE: Couch
$75, Coffee-Table, TV
cart, Bookshelf $15
each, Twin Bed $85,
Dining Table w/4
chairs $115, Student
Desk w/ chair $ 2 8, Call
754-1621.

Seeking Mature N/
S . Male/Female
Housemate. Room in
house to rent to
student. Northern
Riverside area in quiet
Ridge
Forest
neighborhood. You'd
share the house w/2
N/S
professional
males. Furnished
house, unfurnished
bedroom, washer/
dryer, dishwasher, off
parking,
s tr·ee t
separate phone-line.
$200.00 per month +
1/3 utilities and
deposit. Call 236-4173
(Bob) or 236-8242
(Matt).

TYPING SERVICE
Quick, quality typing
at an affordable rate.
$2.00 per page. FREE
pickup and delivery. I
will also correct all
grammar and spelling.
All laser printing. Rush
jobs ok.
Call Roxanne at
7 5 4-0 2 8 0. (Fax 7 5 40793)

1

General
-

RENT In
FREE
exchange for part
ti me/flexible
childcare. Ideal for
full-time or part
time student. If
interested please
call Laura at 4340651 or 297-8858.

"Kingdom good news
il)reached worldwide,
end.
the
then
(Matthew 24:14)'~
Phi Mu wishes good
luck during finals
week to all the
students, and a safe
summer.

Gathering
The
http://
www.takeme.com
Scholarships,
academic & career
resources, internships,
news,
sports,
entertainment,"travel,
music, debates and
l,000's of links!
Abortions to 24
Weeks. Awake or
Private
Asleep.
Medical Practice.
Reasonable Fees P r o m p t
Appts.WOMEN'S
CENTER.
MED+
Dayton, 293-3917.

COMICS@GAMES
TON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
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"With an artful arrangement
of paper clips, calenders
and pens, you can look
busy even if you aren't."
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Anna Bellisari, Director
Mary Kenton, Associate Director
Beverly Rowe, Secretary
Rachael Thomas, Student Assistant

I
~...

I

U~IV~V§l-0-- tiO~OVS
SCtiOIA.VS
Stephanie M. Badders
Rachel A. Beyer
Lana M. Brubaker
April L. Buehler
Beth A. Canfield
Tara E. Craven
Heather D. Cromer
Terrie L. Dyer
_Kimberly A. Jones
Janice C. Leszynski
Cynthia K. Marshall

~~
~

'.,•~~

~

Gary L. May, Jr.
Nicole A. Ott
Michelle A. Picklesimer
Steven J. Prickett
Libby Jo Provci
Christopher Sabine
Lori M. Scheckelhoff
Stephen A. Shellhaas
Eryn M. Summers
Barrie R. Timpe
Jeffrey M. Warman

~L- .

U~VAVTM~~T~L
tiO~OVS SCtiOIA.VS
Dawn K. Allen
Joseph ~ Beidelschies
Kathering A. Blossom
Shane L. Boroff
Kathy A. Byrd
Carol A. Cook
Karen L. Day
Melissa A. Foti
Christopher C. Gamm
Michelle L. Gnam
Eric R. Heller

Denise S. Kichura
Kenneth W. Maynard
Gretchen A. McGee
Michelle L. McGrath
Brian K. Sanner
Nicole L. Schneider
Shannon L. Sexton
Brett D. Smith
Nicholas J. Trimbach
Dean C. Wardell
Robert M. White

COOK ER

~~,

~GAVGf<cf<GGC flc VA'/JvALIA
Cooker Restaurant Corporation has 40 locations across the country. We are adding two
additional locations in the Dayton area. We are seeking full and part ti_me positions for:

6~~~V~

STUUI~§
tiO~OVS §CtiOIA.V§
Melissa A. Battelle
Jamie L. Caddell
0. Keith Clark
Marcia K. Evers
Scott E. Flomerfelt

Diana L. Huff
David W. Nims
Timothy J. Rogers
James H. Romaker
Susanna L. Seitz
Andrew R. Yucker

~f<VGf<~ GXPG?>lTGf<~ HDg-~
~f<TT'.klvGf<~ vl~HWA~HGf<~
r:iF' OPENING RESTAURANTS ARE FUN AND BUSY!

CH"EXCELLENT PAID TRAINING eg=-PROFESSIONAL, STABLE MANAGEMENT TEAM .

OPENING MAY 13TH IN VANDALIA AT:
7580 POE AVE. (1-75 & YORK)

•

r:ir FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING

513-454-1000

OPENING JUNE 3RD IN BEAVERCREEK:
2819 CENTRE DR. (FAIRFIELD & 1-675)

513-427-4700

VISIT OUR MIAMISBURG/CENTERVILLE RD. LOCATION 513-439-4660

STOP BY THE CONSTRUCTION TRAILER BETWEEN 9AM-6PM MON-SAT TO FILL
OUT AN APPLICATION AT THE ADDRESS LISTED OR FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 1-800-860-2993 EXT. 326
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One
: One Medium : One Large
Stuffed Crust • Snecialty •
or
p·
1
r.p·
1 Stuffed Crust

I
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uza

•

IZZa

• Sprcialty Pizza

:

One Medium

• I-Topping Pizza
&.
1
• On~ Med1~m

:
I
1
I

! s !9 ss·99 :s10·99 : 14P199 !
speualty
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Any 2nd Large 7
I
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NO COUPON REQUIRED

:

~
~ut.

Ofl'tr '1.pires7/15/96. One coupon per party per visit at participating units owned or
operated by subsidiaries of Pizza Hut, Inc. Not Yllid with TripleOecker or any other

offer. Delivery charges may apply. 1/ 20 cent cash redemption Y1lue.
01996 Pim Hut, Inc.
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First Topping FREE
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Any 2nd Medium

:
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Offer expires 7/15/9'. One coupon per party per visit at partklpatlng units owned or
operated by subsidiaries of Pizza Hut, Inc. Specialty plms may Ylry. Not valid with
Triplel>ecker or any other offer. Oel!Y!ry charges may apply. 1/ 20 cent cash redemp,

:
I
I

lion Yllue. ()199' Pizza Hut, Inc.

I
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Olflr expires 7/15/96. One coupon per party per visit at participating units owned or
operated by subsidiaries of Ptzza Hut, Inc. Specialty plnas may vary. Not valid with
TripleOecker or any other offer. Oel!Y!ry charges may apply. 1/ 20 cent cash redemp•
tlon value. ()1996 Pizza Hut, Inc.
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Olflr expires 7/15/9'. One coupon pe(party per visit at participating units owned or
operated by subsidiaries of Pizza Hut, Inc. Specialty pizzas may Ylry. Not valid with
TripleDecker or any other offtr. Oel!Y!ry charges may apply. t/ 20 cl!nt cash redtmp•
tlon Y1lue. 01996 Pizza Hut, Inc.
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